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Abstract
A study was conducted ofthe drops that small packages encounter during handling operations in
the small parcel ground delivery system ofUnited Parcel Service (UPS) and Federal Express
(FedEx), two ofthe largest small parcel carriers in the USA The purpose was to determine if the
drop heights listed in the International Safe Transit Associations (ISTA) standardized 3C and 3D
testing procedure for small parcels replicate or are representative ofthe real environment. This is
important to those who use ISTA tests to validate their package designs. The results ofthe study
showed that relying on ISTA tests may result in over packing or under packing. Over packing is
costly for the packager and results in unnecessary packaging material in thewaste stream. Under
packing may result in product damage which is also costly for the packager in terms of actual
material costs and other expenses related to damage, such as the filing ofdamage claims with the
carrier, lost business, reshipment ofa replacement and customer dissatisfaction to name a few. If
the environment is worse than the ISTA test procedure for small parcels, then the results could help
the usersmodify the test procedure using some ofthe data collected in this study to come up with
new drop heights for pre-shipment testing. Ifthe environment is less severe than the current ISTA
3C and 3D test procedures, the data from this study could be used to develop a more representative
drop test.
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Introduction
The focus ofthis thesis are drops that a small package, defined as less than 3 pounds,
encounters during handling operations in the small parcel ground delivery system ofUnited Parcel
Service (UPS) and Federal Express (FedEx), two ofthe largest small parcel carriers in the USA.
The purpose is to determine if the drop heights listed in the shock portions ofthe International Safe
Transit Association's (ISTA) standardized 3C and 3D testing procedures replicate or are
representative ofthe real environment. "Test procedure 3C covers testing of individual packaged-
products weighing 1 50 pounds (68kg) or less when prepared for shipment via a parcel delivery
service" (ISTA resource book 2004, pg 332) "Test Procedure 3D covers testing of small individual
packaged-products that when shipped via a parcel delivery service maybe bagged by the carrier"
(ISTA resource book 2004, pg 348). ISTA is a not for profit industry group dedicated to helping
design packages that provide the right amount ofproduct protection. One oftheways they do this
is by developing and publishing pre-shipment testing procedures based on data they have acquired
overmany years in various modes oftransportation. The procedures are used by packaging
professionals to validate the package designs and to determine the probability ofthe packaged
product arriving at its intended destination damage free. Most oftheir testing procedures suggest
that a package will experience a particular number ofdrops during distribution and the heights of
those drops will vary based on the weight ofthe package being tested. Test procedures 3C and 3D -
were developed specifically to test small packaged products in parcel delivery systems. These
procedures call for multiple drops from different heights ranging from 15 to 30 inches. This is
important to those packaging professionals who use ISTA tests to validate their package designs.
Results ofthe current study may suggest that relying on ISTA tests results in over packing or under
packing. Over packing is costly for the packer and results in unnecessary packaging material in the
waste stream. Under packing results in product damage which is also costly for the packager in
terms of actual material costs and other expenses related to damage, such as the filing ofdamage
claims with the carrier, lost business, the reshipment ofa replacement and customer dissatisfaction,
to name a few. Ifthe environment is either better orworse than the ISTA test procedures for small
parcels, the data collected in this study could be used to develop new drop heights for pre-shipment
testing that are more representative ofthe actual environment.
Literature Review
Many studies have been done to determine how often and fromwhat height packages are
dropped during distribution. Several ofthese studies were reviewed to determine if the proposed
testing had already been done. Most ofthe tests compiled drop heights and looked at various
modes oftransportation including United Parcel Service air and ground services. The smallest
package used to gather information was 10" x 10" x 10" weighing in at 10 pounds used by Pierce.
Steve Pierce (2002) studied Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) shipments both domestically and
internationally with a variety ofpackage sizes and weights. Domestically he used two packages.
One was 10x10x10 inches and weighed 10 pounds, the smallest package used in any ofthe
studies. The second was 11x11x13 inches and weighed 35 pounds. He combined all the data and
found that the mean drop heightwas 13.8 inches, the median (50% or less) was 1 1 inches, and the
mode was 8 inches. The mean drops per trip were 7 drops, the median was 6 drops, and themode
was 8 drops.
Donald J Appleton (1997) studied drop heights that occurred both domestically and
internationally using three different size andweight packages. The domestic small parcel portion
ofhis study started in Rochester, NY, 7and terminated at various locations throughout theUSA.
His study found that the weight ofthe packages did not greatly affect the drop heights recorded, so
the drop height data from the three different packages was combined and the following results
were tabulated. The mean drop height was 9.3 inches, the median was 8 inches, and themode was
5 inches. The mean drops per trip were 2.8, the median was 2, and the mode was 1.
Timothy GrantWeigel (1996) used drop height recorders to determine if there were
differences in the way wooden and corrugated packages were handled with and without fragile
labels. He used the overnight services ofFederal Express and the United States Postal Service. He
not only looked at drops but also impacts. He found that corrugated packages averaged almost
twice as many shock events than the plywood containers, and the labels had very little effect on the
number ofevents recorded for each package. For the purpose of comparing it to this study, the only
useful datawas thatwhich showed 95% ofthe drops the corrugated container received were below
23.6 inches. Even with that, the service level and physical package characteristics do not make this
a good comparison to this study.
S.P. Singh and T. Voss (1992) studied theUPS ground shipping environment to determine
if the size and weight affected drop heights. The package sizes varied from al2xl2xl2 inch
cube weighing 20 pounds up to a 26 x 20 x 19 inch container weighing 45 pounds. They concluded
that the size ofthe package had little effect on drop heights, but the weight did play a role in drop
heights on the smaller, lighter packages. The idea that smaller lighter packages will encounter
higher drop heights can be confirmed with this study.
Ostrem and Godshall (1979) reviewed many studies and compiled a report to summarize
the findings ofall the studies reviewed. They concluded that packages would receive many shocks
during distribution, but mostly from lower heights. They also concluded that heavier loadswould
receive fewer drops from lower heights than smaller, lighter packages. This fact is reflected in the
ISTA drop procedures, which requires the drop heights to decrease as the packageweight
increases.
After reviewing the above literature and other general packaging studies itwas determined
therewas conflicting information regarding drop heights as they related toweights, and none ofthe
studies looked at the very small, lightweight packages proposed by this study. Furthermore, many
ofthe studies used different carriers and service levels, such as overnight shipments, and different
modes, such as aircraft, and, because ofthese variables, there is no way to do a direct comparison.
None ofthem compared their results with ISTA testing procedures.
Test Plan
Because oftheir small parcel market domination in theUSA, United Parcel Service (UPS)
and Federal Express (FedEx) were used to ship the packages. Identical packages contained a
Lansmont SAVER, hereafter simply referred to as SAVER. The SAVER is an electronic
instrument capable ofmeasuring and recording change in direction and change in velocities. The
collected datawas then downloaded and interpreted by the SAVER software that converted the
data using mathematical calculation to determine the height from which the package was dropped.
The SAVER is also sophisticated enough to
determinewhat part ofthe package was
impactedwhen dropped. The packages were
small-corrugated boxes measuring 7 inches
long, 6 inches wide, and 5 inches deep, with a
final loaded shipping weight of2.8 pounds (see
Figure 1). The corrugated box was a Regular l^TQ l- SaverPackage
Slotted Container (RSC) made of single wall C-flute corrugated fiberboard with aMullen burst test
rating of200 pounds and an inside flap securedwith tape. The inside ofthe packagewas lined with
1.7 pound density laminated polyethylene foam with an overall thickness ofone inch. The foam
was cut and fit to allow for 1 inch ofprotection around all surfaces ofthe SAVER. The
cushioning was used to protect the SAVER from receiving excessive shock levels during the
testing. A new RSC was used every time the package was sent fromDayton to ensure adequate
containment and protection during each shipment. The cushioning material was replaced after three
round trips betweenDayton, Ohio (DAY), and Greensboro, North Carolina (GSO), because by the
end ofthe third trip, the SAVER could be felt shifting inside ofthe sealed package.
The SAVER devices were programmed to record drop heights as they occurred (event
recording), including a time stamp when each event occurred. The time stamps ofthe events were
used in conjunction with the tracking information provided by the carrier to determine ifthe
package was in their possession and in transit at the time an event was recorded. All non-handling
eventswere later eliminated from the summary ofevents. The programmed SAVER was placed
into the foam lined RSCs and sealed using 3 inch wide clear box sealing tape, 3M brand, number
375. The shipping label was affixed to the top ofthe box, and the packages were delivered to their
prospective
carriers'
drop locations, which remained the same throughout the testing. All packages
were addressed to the same person at the same location in GSO. Once the package arrived in GSO -
the packages were dropped from 18 inches using a Lansmont drop tester. The date, height, and
time ofthe dropswere recorded on the outside ofthe package. The purpose ofthe drop conducted
by the receiver in GSO was a calibration drop to determine if the recorder was functioning
correctly. Ifthe drop height calculated by the SAVER matched the actual drop height, then the
data collected throughout the testwas considered valid. The calibration drop event was eliminated
from the final data. Following the calibration drop the package was relabeled with a new shipment
number and sent back to DAY using the same carrier and ground service used to get the shipments
to GSO. Upon receipt in DAY the data collected was downloaded and saved for later evaluation.
The SAVER was then reset and packaged for another round trip. When resetting the device the
same parameters for data acquisition were used, and the previously collected datawas deleted.
The goal was to have as many shipments as possible with an equal number ofshipments with each
carrier in the allotted 4-month time frame used for the collection ofdata. The results ofthe drop
heights recorded were then compared to those required by the current ISTA 3C and 3D test
procedures.
Study Preparation
Any scientific study requires many things to be thought out, planned, and learned before
useful data can be compiled and evaluated. Preliminary work for this study involved learning how
the SAVER functioned, how to program it, and how to interpret the data. A test plan also had to
be established to define what informationwas going to be gathered using what routes andwhat
carriers. Package size and shape were also defined, and the sample packages fabricated.
The first step was reviewing the manufacturer's software and instruction booklet that was
provided with the SAVER. The learning process also involved special training sessions with an
expert. This training included actually programming the devices, loading the test plans, conducting
calibration drops, downloading the data, and data analysis.
The actual programming involved setting up the parameters forwhat type ofevents would
be recorded and at what levels of force the SAVER would be triggered to record the events. The
trigger levels were set based on the expert's knowledge ofthe SAVER and the distribution
environments Iwould be testing. The number oftimed events thatwould be recordedwas
determined by the amount ofmemory available on the SAVER unitwith the smallest memory
and duplicated on the second SAVER. The recording parameters were then downloaded into the
SAVER using a desktop computer serial port cable and the
manufacturer'
s supplied software.
Controlled test dropswere then conducted in a
laboratory using a Lansmont drop tester (see
Figure 2). The height ofthe drops, the time the
drops occurred, and the orientation that the
package was dropped fromwere all noted
during the testing so that they could be
comparedwith the events recorded by the
SAVER. This process was two fold; first it
served as a calibration to determine ifthe Figure 2. Lansmont drop
device interpreted the event correctly, and secondly it helped the author recognizewhat the
SAVER output data looked like for specific events. After approximately one dozen drops in the
laboratory, the SAVERwas removed from the package and the data downloaded as aDil file
for later analysis. Dil is the format used by the SAVER to save the raw data files ofeach event
recorded. When the analysiswas conducted, theDil file was opened and all the events recorded
were analyzed individually.
The analysis process involved several steps. The first step was to eliminate non-carrier
events using the SAVER time stamp and the
carriers'
tracking information. The second step was
to scroll through each event until a shock of lOg or greaterwas noted. All the events at or above
lOgwere selected for evaluationwhile all events below a shock level of lOgwere discarded.
The software tries to calculate the drop height automatically and places red boundary lines
where it calculated the shock began and ended. Often thesemarks do not accuratelymark the
beginning and end, so manual boundaries can be established by the user. The softwarewill then
calculate the drop height based on themanual boundaries. Once an eventwas selected for analysis,
the right hand boundary wasmanually located in the middle ofthe upward portion ofthe impact
section ofthe shock pulse. The left hand boundary was then placed at the beginning ofthe free fall
section ofthe shock pulse (see Figure 3). The software then calculated the equivalent drop height
based on the data between the boundaries, and that eventwas added to the summary ofdrop
events.
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Figure 3. Event analysis screen
Implementing the Plan
The SAVER was connected to a desktop computer and turned on. The
SAVERWARE
software was used to talk with the SAVER device and to download the preprogrammed test
protocol including a delayed start 15 minutes before the anticipated time the unit would be
delivered to the carrier. Once the SAVER was loaded and programmed with the start time, it
was turned off and disconnected from the computer. A shipping label was then generated by going
on-line to the carrier's website. The tracking number on the label was noted in a shipping log for
later use. The RSC was set up, and the cushioningwas inserted. The SAVER was turned on and
placed inside the package, and the front, top, left and right orientation ofthe device was noted on
the outside ofthe package. The RSC was then sealed using the six strip method and 3 inch wide
3M Brand 275 box sealing tape. The shipping label was affixed across the top ofthe package, and
the 2.8 pound package was delivered to the drop offpoints the following day. FedEx shipments
were dropped off around 8:00am on various days at the FedEx facility located at the Dayton
International Airport. UPS packages were dropped offon various days just prior to the 5:00 pm
pick-up at theUPS Store on Brant Pike in HuberHeights, Ohio. The FedEx and UPS drop off
locations that were used remained the same throughout the entire study. All packages were
addressed to the same person at the Syngenta Corporation packaging laboratory in GSO. Upon
arrival at Syngenta, the packages were processed through the Syngenta internal mail service and
delivered to the packaging laboratory. Once in the laboratory, the packageswere inspected for
damage and the calibration drop was conducted and recorded. The packageswere then relabeled
and returned to the shipping department for pickup by the carriers and returned to DAYusing a
new shipment number. Once the package was delivered to theDAY destination the SAVER was
removed and the datawas downloaded and saved to floppy disc and onto the desktop computer's
hard drive for later evaluation. This process was repeated 7 times with FedEx and 10 times with
UPS. The reason for the different number was primarily due to pickup schedules at Syngenta and
differences in transit times. Once the SAVER was returned, the shipping tracking numbers used
to and from GSO were used to download the tracking information from the
carriers'
websites. That
printed tracking datawas catalogued and used later during the evaluation process.
Data Analysis
A process ofconsistently selecting and analyzing the recorded eventswas needed for the
purpose ofthe study. A formal process was needed to ensure all datawas treated the same way
every time, regardless of carrier, and to ensure the datawas statistically significant. The
preliminary sorting process was actually very simple and was based on suggestions from other
packaging professionals who were very well versed in the evaluation ofSAVER data.
The first step was to go through each data file and eliminate events that did not occur
during the carrier's handling operations. Any event recorded prior to the package being tended to
the carrier and any events that occurredwhen the package was not in the carrier's possession were
eliminated. This was possible using the tracking information provided by the carrier and personal
documentation that included the time the packageswere tended to the carrier and the time and date
the calibration drops were conducted.
The second step was to eliminate any events that did not occur during handling or sorting
operations. Non-handling events were those that occurred when the packagewas in transit. These
non-handling events were identified using the tracking information provided by the carrier. This
information shows the time a packagewas loaded or unloaded at each point during distribution.
The time between loading and unloading was "in
transit"
time, and therefore any events that
10
occurred in transit were not handling drops. However, due to the fact that the packageswere
handled briefly before and after the scan prior to the vehicles being loaded or unloaded, events that
were within 15 minutes ofthe loading or unloading scan times were not eliminated.
The third step used to eliminate remaining events as non-handling dropswas to use the
scale on the event viewer screen within the SAVERWARE software. The scale on the event
viewer graph automatically adjusts based on the shock pulse it is trying to display (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. "G" scale in event analysis viewer
Ifthe + or - scalewas equal to or greater than 30g's, then that event was kept for further analysis.
Ifthe + or - scalewas equal tol2g's but greater than 6g's, the event was ignored unless the shock
pulse was obviously the result ofa drop which is characterized by the shock pulse in Figure 5. If
the + or - scale was equal to or less than 6g's, the eventwas completely ignored. These levels were
established based on the knowledge and experience of industry experts familiarwith evaluating
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SAVER data. The remaining eventswere reviewed individually to determine iftheywere
legitimate drops and not impacts or some other event thatwas large enough to trigger the SAVER
Once the analysis was completed on each ofthe data files the remaining eventswere used to
perform statistical analysis and create graphical representations ofthe findings.
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Figure 5. Shock pulse in event analysis viewer
Results and Discussion
With a few exceptions the data collection portion ofthe studywent verywell. However,
because ofbattery problems the data for FedEx Ground 1 to and from GSO and the return
shipments ofUPS 7 and UPS 10 did not fully record. The data from those tripswere not included
in the summary results. The most time consuming and difficult portion ofthe studywas the event
analysis. Evenwith the procedure outlined in the data analysis section in place, therewere
instanceswhen therewould be a dramatic event recorded, but because ofthe complexity ofthe
12
waveform, it was unclearwhat actually happened, and some personal judgment had to be used to
detennine if it was a drop or should be included in the final data.
Originally procedure 3D was selected to compare against the results. Procedure 3D is for
small packaged productsweighing less than 150 pounds bagged in parcel delivery system
shipments (see Appendix A). 3D seemed like the test that would apply to the sample packages
because oftheir size andweight. After collecting the data and discussing the preliminary results
with the carrier representatives, itwas determined that FedEx Ground did not use bags to
consolidate their smaller packages for further sorting and distribution like UPS, so procedure 3C,
packaged product for parcel delivery system shipment 150 lb or less (see AppendixB), also had to
be used in the final evaluation.
The average drop height varied little between carriers, but the average drop heights
required by ISTA Test Procedures 3C and 3D were significantly higher (see Figure 6). UPS was
the lowest with an average drop height of 10.3 inches. FedEx Groundwas only slightly higherwith
an average drop of 12 inches. ISTAProcedure 3C was 17 inches while Procedure 3Dwas 30
inches.
Average Drop Height in Inches
35
31
UPS FedEx BTA3C ISTA 3D
Figure 6. Average drop heights.
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Based on these averages, itwould appear that the ISTA tests are more severe than the real
environment. However, ISTA procedureswere developed to encompass more than the average
event and had to be representative ofnationwide distribution using a variety ofmodes and service
levels. According to one ISTA officer the testswere put together to represent about 95% ofthe
drop events one could expect to see regardless ofdomestic shipping locations or modes selected.
Given that, at the 95 percentage range for each carrier the drop heights encountered are very close
to those required by ISTA (see Figure 7). Although ISTA 3D does drop the parcel bag from 30
inches, the resultant force received by the packages inside would often be somewhat less than a
single package being dropped on a hard surface, as is required in ISTA 3C, because ofthe
cushioning effect ofthe surrounding packages in the same parcel bag.
Drop Height Distribution
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Figure 7. All UPS and FedEx drops combined
Therewere a large percentage of impacts and other events that triggered the SAVER
each trip thatwere not handling drops, but rather some other impact event (see Figure 8). For
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example 89.32% ofthe events recorded in the UPS environment were not handling drops and
74.68% of the FedEx Ground eventswere not handling drops. Given that high number, one could
consider the higher average drop heights ofthe two ISTAProcedures as a safety factor used in
place ofmany additional drops. Therefore, using the ISTA test procedure at face value would
prove very effective withoutworrying about over packing.
Percentage ofRecorded Events ThatWere Not Drops
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Figure 8. Non-drop events
The orientation ofdropswas also compared. The study showed 44%were edge drops, 40%
were corner drops, and 16% were flat drops. The difference between carriers was extremely close,
and Figure 9 compares the orientations ofdrops recordedwith those required by ISTA procedures.
The percentage recorded in this study were very close towhat others have recorded in previous
studies regardless ofthemode oftransportation or service level selected. Although the ISTA 3D
15
procedure requires the parcel bag to be dropped in the flat orientation, the package inside can
impact in virtually any orientation, and very rarelywill they impact flat.
Drop Orientation
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Figure 9. Drop orientations
The number ofdrops per trip correlated more closely to the collected data from one carrier
than the other as seen in Figure 10. The average number ofdrops encounteredwith FedEx Ground
was 14. 18 per trip. ISTA 3C requires 15 drops, while 3D requires 12 drops. UPS only averaged
6.55 drops per trip. Part ofthis may be explained by examining the tracking information. FedEx
Ground typically was moved through 5 points before final delivery, while UPS onlymoved
through 3 points. The more frequently a shipment is sorted, themore it is handled, and the
probability ofdrops and impacts is increased. Furthermore, FedEx Ground did not bag the package
and therefore had to handle it individuallymany times between origin and final delivery. In both
cases, themore a shipment is handled, the more likely it will be dropped.
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Figure 10. Average drops
Based on all the results it is clear that the carrier and, more specifically, the routing used
and the numbers oftimes the carrier will handle a shipment before delivery have a dramatic effect
on the number ofdrops and impacts a package receives. Based solely on the specific routing
selected for this test, it would appear that the height ofthe drops called for in the ISTA 3D
procedure are too high, although cautionmust be exercisedwhen determining ifthat should be
reduced. There were times when drop heights recorded exceeded the drop heights called for in the
testing, and only the packers can determine ifthey arewilling to take the risk ofnot including such
heightswhen conducting performance tests on their packages. Based on the cumulative drop height
for each carrier, one could expect to see 90% ofUPS drops to occur from approximately 20 inches
or less, while FedEx Ground had 90% oftheir drops occur from approximately 24 inches or less.
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This research further confirms that there are a lot ofvariables to considerwhen defining the
normal handling environment. Based just on this study it appears that a package designed to pass
the ISTA 3D or 3C test proceduresmight be more robust than necessary for theUPS routing
between the two test cities yet may be just right for a FedEx shipment moving between these same
cities. Since the ISTA proceduresmust represent many different packages moving by various
carriers through different origins and destinations, the test procedures appear to be very
representative ofwhat will likely occur 95% ofthe time.
Further studies are recommended to determine the equivalent drop heights that a package
incurswhen subjected to the ISTA 3D test. The test calls for multiple 30 inch drops but the
packages inside most likely will not receive a shock with the equivalent drop height of30 inches.
18
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Appendix A
ISTA Procedure 3D
Small Packaged-Products
Bagged in Parcel Delivery System Shipments
ISTA, YourAlliance in Transport Packaging, is the world leader in Performance Tests for Packaged-
Products.
ISTA 3 Series tests are advanced tests.
They challenge the capability of the package and product towithstand transport hazards, but
They use general simulation of actual transport hazards, and
They do not necessarily complywith carrier packaging regulations.
When properly applied, ISTA procedures will provide tangible benefits of:
Shortened packaged development time and confidence in product launch
Protection of products and profits with reduced damage and product loss
Economically balanced distribution costs
Customer satisfaction and continued business.
There are three sections: Overview, Testing and Report
Overview provides the general knowledge required before going into the testing laboratory and
Testing presents the specific instructions to do the testing in the laboratory and
Report indicates what data shall be recorded to submit a test report to ISTA.
Two systems ofweights and measures are presented in ISTA test procedures. They are the English system (Inch-
Pound) and the international system SI (Metric). Inch-Pound units are shown firstwith Metric units in brackets,
except in some tables where they are shown separately.
Either system may be used as the unit ofmeasure (standard units), but
The standard units chosen shall be used consistently throughout the procedure.
Units are converted to two significant figures and
Not exact equivalents.
VERY IMPORTANT:
The entire document shall be read and understood before proceeding with a test.
OVERVIEW OF PROCEDURE 3D
Test Procedure 3D is a general simulation test for small packaged-products that become unitized with other
packaged-products in any type of transport bag by parcel delivery carriers.
It can be used to evaluate the protective performance of packaged-products related to vibrations, shocks and
other stresses normally encountered during handling and transportation.
The test levels are based on general data and may not represent any specific distribution system.
The package and product are considered together and not separately.
Some conditions of transit such as moisture, pressure or unusual handling, may not be covered.
Other ISTA Procedures may be appropriate for different conditions or to meet different objectives.
Specific suggestions:
For packaged products larger in dimension than 12x12x3 inches (310 x 310 x 80 mm) and/or over 10 lbs.
(4.5 kg) in weight use ISTA Test Procedure 3C and not 3D.
Refer to Guidelines forSelecting and Using ISTA Procedures and Projects for additional information.
Copyright 2004 by Intematbnal Safe TransitAssociation. All rights Reserved.
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OVERVIEW OF PROCEDURE 3D
Test Procedure 3D covers testing of small individual packaged-products that when shipped via a parcel delivery
service maybe bagged by the carrier.
Product
Damage
Tolerance and
Degradation
Allowance
The shipper shall determine the following prior to testing:
What constitutes damage to the product and
what damage tolerance level is allowable, if any, and
the correct methodology to determine product condition at the conclusion of the test and
the acceptable package condition at the conclusion of the test.
For additional information on this determination process refer to Guidelines tor Selecting and Using ISTA
Procedures and Projects.
Test Sequence
Samples should be the untested actual package and product, but if one or both are not available, the substitutes
shall be as identical as possible to actual items.
Number of samples required:
One sample is required for the tests in this procedure.
Replicate Testing Recommended:
To permit an adequate determination of representative performance of the packaged-product, ISTA:
Requires the procedure to be performed one time, but
Recommends performing the procedure five or more times using new samples with each test.
NOTE
Packages that have already been subjected to the rigors of transportation cannot be assumed to represent standard
conditions. In order to insure testing in perfect condition, products and packages shipped to certified laboratories for
testing must be:
over-packaged for shipment to the laboratory or
repackaged in new packaging at the laboratory.
The tests shall be performed on each test sample in the sequence indicated in the following table:
Sequence # Test Category TestType Test Level For ISTA Certification
1 Shock Drop 30 inches (760 mm) Required
2 Vibration Random Overall G,ms level of0.52 Required
3 Shock Drop 30 inches (760 mm) Required
ISTA 3D 2001 - Page 2 of 7
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EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR PROCEDURE 3D
Equipment
Required
Shock
Free Fall Drop Test:
Free Fall Drop Test System complying with of the apparatus section ofASTM D 5276-98.
Equipment
Required
Vibration
Random Vibration Test:
Random Vibration Test System complying with the apparatus section ofASTM D 4728-01 .
Equipment
Required
Additional
Two United States Postal Service #1 Mailbags or equivalent [approximately 39 x 27 inches (1 .0 x 0.7 meters)]
used throughout the testing sequence.
One bag is filled with 200 pounds (90 kilograms) of sand suitably packaged in smaller bags.
Sample Bag to be filled with the Test Specimen and dunnage made ofwood, high density poly-ethylene
or similar density materials in the following numbers and sizes:
24-cylindScal pieces approximately 6 inches (150 mm) in diameter and 3 inches (80 mm) high weighing
approximately 0.5 pound (230 grams).
8-Small rectangular blocks approximately 6 x 6 x 0.5 inches (150 x 150 x 13 mm) weighing
approximately 1.5 pounds (680 grams).
8-Large rectangular blocks approximately 1 1 x 5 x 1 .5 inches (280 x 130 x 38 mm) weighing
approximately 3.3 pounds (1.5 kilograms)
ISTA 3D 2001 -Page 3 of 7
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN PROCEDURE 3D
Identification of
Faces
Prior to beginning the tests identify the faces according to the procedure below.
With the empty mailbag lying flat:
Mark the face that is up as 1 .
Turn the bag over and mark the opposite facewith 2.
The bag opening shall be considered the top.
The end opposite the top shall be considered the bottom .
Before You Begin
Shock Testing
Fill a #1 mailbag with a mixture of products that represent the product mix to be evaluated plus the dunnage:
The drop height shall be 30 inches (760 mm) as measured from the lowest part of the bag, if over hanging the c
platen.
Before You Begin
Vibration Testing
CAUVON:
A restraining device or devices shall be usedwith the vibration test system to:
Prevent the test specimen from moving off the platform and
Maintain test orientation of the packaged-product or stack, but
The device or devices shall not restrict the vertical motion of the test specimen dunng the test.
The following breakpoints shall be programmed into the vibration controller to produce the acceleration versus
frequency profile (spectrum) below with an overall Grms level of 0.52
Frequency (Hz) PSD Level, g*/Hz
1.0 0.00005
4.0 0.01
16.0 0.01
40.0 0.001
80.0 0.001
200.0 0.00001
01
Random Vibration Spectrum
0.01
N
X
"* 0.001
Q
(O
0.
0.0001
0.00001
1 10 100 1000
Frequency, Hz
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TEST SEQUENCE FOR PROCEDURE 3D
The test blocks that follow contain tables that indicate the required steps for each test in the procedure.
First Shock
Test Block
HuDISSh
Step Action
1 Test the packaged-product according to the level in the Before You Begin Block. Follow the sequence in the
table below
Dropff Packaged-Product Orientation
1 Bottom
2 Facel
3 Face 2
4 Bottom
5 Facel
6 Face 2
2 Shock testing is now complete. Go to the Vibration Test Block.
Vibration
Test Block
RANDOM
Step Action
1 Place the specimen bag on the center of the vibration table with face 1 in the down orientation.
2 Start the vibration machine to produce the random vibration spectrum indicated in the Before You Begin
Block.
3 Stop the vibration machine at the completion of 30 minutes.
4 Turn the bag over so that face 2 is in the down orientation.
5 Place another #1 mailbag filled with 200 pounds (90 kg) of sand on top of the test specimen.
6 Start the vibration machine to produce the random vibration spectrum in Step 2.
7 Stop the vibration testing at the end of 30 minutes.
8 Inspection of the packaged-product for visible damage is allowed, provided inspection does not alter, in
any way, the current condition of the package or the condition or position of the product(s).
9 Vibration testing is now complete. Go to the Second Shock Test Block.
ISTA 3D 2001 -Page 5 of 7
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7
TEST SEQUENCE FOR PROCEDURE 3D
Second Shock
Test Block
|^22^B
Step Action
1 Test the packaged-product according to the level in the Before You Begin Block. Follow the sequence in the
table below.
Drop? Packaged-Product Orientation
1 Bottom
2 Face 1
3 Face 2
4 Bottom
5 Face 1
6 Face 2
2 All testing is now complete. Go to the Test Report Block.
ISTA 3D 2001 -Page 6 of 7
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TEST REPORT FOR PROCEDURE 3D
Before You Begin
Report
The packaged-product has satisfactorily passed the test if, upon examination, it meets the Product Damage
Tolerance and Package Degradation Allowance.
ISTA Certified Testing Laboratories.
Should file a test report on all ISTA Test Procedures or Projects conducted.
Shall file a test report on all ISTA Test Procedures or Projects conducted to obtain Transit Tested Package
Certification orAcknowledgement.
For additional information, refer to Guidelines forSelecting and Using ISTA Procedures and Projects.
TRANSIT TESTED
ZH
HTERNATIONAL SAFE TRANSITASSOCIATION
ISTA TransitTested Program
The ISTA Transit Tested Certification Mark as shown is a:
registered certification mark and
can only be used by license agreement and
by a member of the International Safe Transit Association.
When a member prints this certification mark on a packaged-product with their license
number they are showing their customer and the carrier that it has passed the j
requirements of ISTA preshipment testing.
~.
In order to maintain its certified status and eligibility for identification with the TRANSIT TESTED Certification Mark,
each packaged-product must be re-testedwhenever a change is made in the:
Product or
Processor
Package.
Configuration or
Dimensions or
Weight or
Materials or
Components.
Changes in the product include changes in:
Design or
Size or
Materials.
Changes in the process include changes in:
Manufacturing or
Assembly or
Filling.
Changes in the package include changes in:
As a quality control procedure, packaged-products should be re-tested frequently, for
example, yearly.
This Test Procedure is published by:
International Safe Transit Association
1400AbbottRoad, Suite 160, East Lansing, Mi 46823-1900 USA
Copyright 2004 by International Safe TransitAssociation. All rights Reserved
No part of the contents of this TestProcedure may be reproduced or transmitted in any form orby anymeans
without the written permission of the publisher.
Order Information: Additional copies of this Test Procedure, the ISTA RESOURCE BOOK (in print or on CD
ROM) maybe ordered by contacting ISTA at 517.333.3437 or by downloading an order form at
www.ista.oro
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r OVERVIEWOF PROCEDURE 3C
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EQUPHEMT REQUIRED FOR PROCEDURE 3C
Atmospheric Caiaitionna:
* -UTidTy "eacroTrg apparatus 3:raciyiigwin of the aepar3i)s secton ofASTM 2 i532-C I.
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Chance' aid C3r:<ol apsE-a:.>s coxplyng ftilh tre apea-atus section ofASTV D
4332-0'
.
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Required
Shock
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BEFORE YOUBESti PROCEDUt^ 3C
Packaged-Product
Weight and Size
Measurement
Before You Begin
Atmospheric
Conditioning
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CAUTIOV
A sestoir ng device or aevces sial *s jsei wct toe vb'aticn tes: systsT :o:
* Prevent toe Top-Load frcm ri:viig
:= the psekege be ng 2sted ana
o Prevent toe tes: speanen fV:n racing
:- the p'atto'T a'd
Varntan *si BrietTtaSonof toe stack, bis
i *c af.YO i rfaui^c^ll^^rt
The packaged-proauci is tested
H a : :hee axis
wi:h a Top-Lccd ca buteted for ch* face 3 dcAn ex s
Jj^^^^^j-nHr^^^tj^^cice^rpra^LNj^f^^p^t
Continued
I3TA' :fX-Faje;of1-
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BEFORE YOU BEGW PROCEDURE 3C
Top-Los i
TheTo-lo3d st: SHufelE 12-povnds/cucic to:'.; 130 g/n'i:-asscte^gi: or, tpc-'a'oor leased shpeirg unit
alOG-toch [7rn) trailer.
Tie Top-Load apea-atus shell be
Largs- anan the ^spedTa* and
Shsll aistr'su:e toe aalcdrsd Toe-Load fJL) evenly over the tes: seec-TS*-
A possfele Top-Load 3pcE-atvts system noud ke one or Tore containers tv :n toe f:ll:v.i-g sce:"cators:
o F.3C - stye conjga:ea container and
o 33 It [161 >'t'-2) naflrjn easswegr: acrugatsd nedXrr and
o 85 in (13mm] tti'tut toi>nsss plywood ce:=s coventg :ie enti-e area Mine bottom nside fbes crfSie
cantotoer, 3nd
o RasScbagsof sand
Mote:
To convertbasis ive'gnt n gr'rv'(Veirc) to basisweight h le.'COCi- (Erg sh; aiwse e> 4.E5J.
Dynamic 7op-.osd
Tne Toe-Load 3 to s'nu ate :ie e=ect of 12p:uds es- oieic fo:: [ b'ft1) [230 -. ojrsns per cbo Teter (hgftnr}] :'
asso-tea *-egn:cr. top of a Boor loaaes sh peirg unit "r* ar c.e--:re--cad t-aier
*
31 zt irside heigrt of '03 in. (2.7 m;.
Tne 2yn3nia Top-Load to' each ejis is de:errirea by
Sarins;wto the p:ssilehegi: /: ton a tfacto' :-a e* of 1 33 inches (2.7ms:eB | sni
Sueaso:n5, toe vsrtjaal tfmenssr of :*e caokaae in :ie aids of the test and
"34r$ the resjltant and 'ryrply : by eaoh dmsns0' of toe other tivo axes and
I.Uticlyiia that rssu^r: ey :ie Loadhj =aa::r
ana"
~iat vi be toe Toe-Load ii p:yd3 Ikitog'aTs'; Jor toe vientoo" :es: unless
ihat value is g-ea:er ii-3' 3S0 c;jiss (160 Mag-ars;. Ihsn
Use a ~:p-L:ad of350 pc-j'ds (160 ki sareTS).
Trie Loading Factor ha3 been aets-n ned by ericirca resting Sat -esjlted n cowebaon eeTivesn aETEgs ir toe rest
ae and daTaje i' toe 'ell Tie .coairg Facsar aalcJa:ed ey
o Sarinsw'to the esirratsd average de'sity of s traier ea-cei paooges a: '2 h-.1 1230 kj.'T;; and
o F:-Ertglisi jns aivide'2 Wt fey (1728MS*) to get 007Ic.'n-or
o For Metre units use 230 -^'n1
o Multiply 0.CO7 Ibftr1 QCO kVt"i by 3.5 to jet the Leading Fscto- of .3035WW ("03 kgr'-).
Note:
This to c ma;arohange frcnt previous -eraicns of30. 1 reduces the Top-Lcadi by 5DSt
Corfoaesl
3-A3C2034-P3ge6:--M
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Before You Begia
Vibration Under
Dynamic Load
Testing Continued
BEFORE YOU BEGIN PROCEDURE 3C
Fan ianty fcrthne fa C'.\rg toriUE 3 eavi-ed:
Top-Load Formulas TL Englisi Ur 3 n Inaies Vetrc jnn n Wears
Top-Load 1T.--1 uto toce 3 dstr. TL' (tC3-h>._x'Vx 0.0035 [2.7-HJxLxWxtiU
Top-Load iJ_-l; a- to faae * aow TL2 1 1 03 - Li4jWx 0.0335 [2.7-t)xHxWx1(W
Top-Lsad ffl-W)w to toce 6
aown
TL3 (1C3-V-'! sHk _ x O.C-335 ;2.7-W;xr-xLx'0j
V-hsrs
TL T::a Weight oftoe Top-Load Fao.3gs Fonas Kitog-arrs
2-7 n (W8biJ Height of typical traier ln:nes Meie-s
- height of sipping unt
Irrcies Me*'3
L Leg"_n of shtoptng unit
Incies MrB'S
W WbHh of sh'seing uih
ln:ies Me-3
Loadhg ^acto- 50% at the Average de-sify ol toe gi: 0.3035 WW 1QD kg/nP
Eete-ni-s ire Waxinjn i :-LoEd usis.it rvnr :e fcto'.vrg "abe
Maxn^n Tcp-.:aa wegi: 'TL; tor any Axis Engisi _n-.s MetreUnis
Deterr ne the T:p-L:Ed weight t: be *se a to- each axis by ooTpE"i*g :ie caajbiea ~L aga nsi the to tnrg
5-jtSTeJ"3.
F tile calculated Top-Load for an axis is ... THEN ...
35Qfe(160fcg)orLes5 Use 9k coiculalsd Top-Load (TL) to- toe: axis.
C-ea*':"an 350 b (160 kg; Use 350 Ic [160 kg, 3S toe Top-Load (TL)
Tne to Oivng erea^porris are r:r on ivf-the-wad 3-eIs- typ'ca fo- ca-ce de've*/ TovsTent and sia I be
crag-armed ~rz the vie -aver ccni-o e- to p-cauce toe 3cceerati:n ve-sus frea^-cy pr:ile Ispecavri befcw wilh
an mreral 3-,. level 0*0.53: 3C Random vibration Spectrum
Frequency
(Hz)
PSD Level.
Sr.'Hl |
1 D.DQ37
-3 C.C'2
5 C.G2
r 0.001
12 0.001
15 3.3C4
24 3.3C4
23 3.30"
23 0.001
42 3.303
L_ "5 3.003
2DC 0JD0O004
P3E
g''Hz
If \ n 1
1 / lA_7 _ \
==^ :::-
ISTA3C2:c-i-Fage7of1-
FrsflBsrcy. -i.
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TEST8EQUENCE FOR PROCEDURE 3C
Tie :ss: elcc<s:iat to o/: acr:air :abes that ndiaa:e toe -eat red steps to-each tes: i* toe er:oejt-e.
Aoaotpheric
Conditioning
TeslBhwk
TEMPERATURE AMD HUNEOY
Stec Action
- Tne caaagea-erndjct shcjld be scared at aeo-at:ry etcs": :ence-a:u-s 3rd hn'iity fo
twelve ;*2)ior5.
2 s qsti:n3l ccne :ani'g gon :: Sss
? 'Ye*,gotoStee5.
*No, g: the nsx: Step.
3 =.ec:u tie amcisnt laborwory teTr,rrarjJ*e ana (iiniait/when tesirg s'jrj.
4 Attoeerd ofal :esti"grscc"d:sneeratu-e 3rd rwnvdity.
e 3: :: toe "ex: F:-st 3i03< "es: 3l:ck.
i 3e er. an anticpasd c:ndhi:n fr:n the Eeto-e voj 5es> Black-
7 Checkwe co*dao*irg aeparaois n ns*te :nat :ne 5eT'eraiire and (vniairy are 3t tie reared
evels.
0 3lacetre packaged-p-oauo- in toe ::rartiorng.
3 At we '30Tpeticn of toe resiji-ea :;raitorng tiTe -STOve toe ca:'.3ged-c-oavo: f>:n tos
ooraiticr'ng acparaajs.
10 =.eco-a toe a.Tke-: lE:r:.33ry :errce-atre and handity vtoen :esirg stores. Go to Tie
:i~
3ho:< ~es: 3l:ck a'd ce-^T :ie -eTai'l^q tes: seve'ee as gji:-.v as p:ssiele.
Fnt Shock
Test Block BP??3j
Step Action
t -ocw tie taele Ssslcv. :o dsae-ni-e "he heig1-: E.na ore3j!i:n to- toe ft. 7 d-ocs.
Onop
Kunrter
50lb
53 kg)
50-100 fb
.;2345 kg)
>130-f53
lb
:45-e8 kg)
1 sst Specimen
1 1: to
(380 th;
"2ir.
;3'0tti
3 in.
230 nn;
esgeS-i
2 15 n.
(S3:Tn:
12 i".
;3'0tti
Sir.
(23C nn!
eage 3-5
3 15 to
(3oC rn;
J2i".
010mm)
9 in.
(230 nn;
ejge4-o
^ 15 to.
(380 Tn;
J2r.
:3'0tt)
Sin.
(23C nn;
cone- 3-4-8
5 15 to
(380 Tn;
-2to
[310 tt'i
Sin.
(230 nn;
co*ne- 2-3-5
5 30 to
(760 Tn; [610mm)
1to
(460 nnl
fE3e3
7 15 to
(380 Tn;
J2i'
;3'0tt'i
9 in.
(23C nn;
race 3
^ Sico< :es: s now cor-setee. '3o 33 the Vb-ati:n Lnder EyrtaniE Losd Tes: Bteck.
ISTA3C2:0i-Fage9of1-
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Vkrarjon Under
Ojurni Load
Tect Block
TEST SEQUB*CE FOR PROCEDURE 3C
DYNAMIC LOAD AND RANDOM
Step Action
CoTalete the to. OA'tog test se>eroe to eato 7/pe of package feat has a ansa*, in the cox:
2 3l30s the cac-:3ed-p-oau-r. on the cente-oftoe vibration table so th3:toce-3 *ests oi toe ptaftorm
3 3l3ce the DyrarrricTcf-.oaa jwckage as deie-Tirea n the Eefo-evoj Eedr WeraSwi Urae-
2yn3n o Load Testing E "oc* *:r "T.-H on 3oe of toest. specmen.
4 -sing sore fori of ::lurr stack -xluns 33 mate su-e wat the sack he rsirs rs oreraticti
Aitha'Jt restro:na we ve-tica tc-'o* of toe Top-Load ea:oae o- toe tos: sjosonen.
e 3ta-::ie vbraticnt ri3chhs 33 p-oaviae We I}f-toe-R;aa -anaor: vb-aaar seeto'jr ideated in
we Eef:rs YouBear 3 ock.
s Afts:- iZ Tirutss, stop toe vic-atim, texng and -ervsve :ie DynETic~cp--:aa packags^).
~
"scecticn of the packaged-p-oayat fo- v'sils e saraje 5 all:ed, pw'ded i'specticn aoes no:
alte-. n anyway we c*r-en: ::rirti:n vie ca:oge c? toe oai-inton :r posifcfi ::toe cr:d-ct/s;.
8 3.ota:e ine :er. spednen 5: teit fE-ae rests onwe cents- of toe vie -ati:r tab e p'atfom.
c. ->bce toe Dynamic Top-Load jS3okage as deTirea in the Eefo-e voj Eesto Vicrat'o* Ur de-
2-yfono Load Testi-g E oo* *srT.-L :n tcp 0? the ast specinei.
Q .sing sc^e torn of ::linr s:ack -xtu-nj ?o msse st-eWat the saack na r:3irs :s 0"e'3ti:r,
'.sith:ijt restrains, we ve-tica to:01 of lie Top-load ea:-:a*s or toe test sjjecrnen.
1 3tE-::e vbraticm rwchne iz p-oauae toe "r^r-tos-P.iad -sjnaoT vb-crii:r scest'jT rtdcated in
:ie Eeftoe Y:u Begi- Stock.
|0 Afts- 3D Tirutss, stop toe vibration ter.ng aid nerrcvewe DynaTic ":p-L:aa package^).
"3 -spection ofthe packEged-p-oavi3t fb- v'sik e aaTage 3 aliened, p-ov ded i-spetti:n aoes n::
arte-, n any way we crer: ctrditicn we ca3<3je o- tos ::r a'rti:n :r eositi:' ^tos cr:d-cb;s;.
^ 3-otEs tos :sst speanen s: we: fcoe-5 rests on we cente-oftoe vrbrafior! tsbs pbtfomi.
"5 -"bee the Dynamic "c-e-.c-aa p3ckage as dsKTirea n the Eefc-eYou Begin Vferation Under
dynamic Load Testi-gEm'ir ~L-W :n to? of ihe sst speciner.
*6 Using sc^e fc-n of ::lurr s:3ck -xtu-ng to na-.e su-e Wat the rack na'rsirs :s oe-:aii:r
with:ut restr -a:na we ve-tica te'o* of toe Top-Load c a:-.33;e or tos tes: ssscnsn.
-7 Sta-:we vsratio-t noer-tos 73 p-oavce toe CA'Sr-toe-'-^aa -anaor Hbration seeat'jr, ideated in
we Eeftos Y:u Begh1 Sock.
'8 Afte-toe 3:ncls:o* of 3C Ti"tes s::p the vit-E:on :esting and -erove we Dyrcnis Taps-Load
p3ckage;si.
19 hspectiai of the packEged-p-oauEt fo v sib e aarage s all:v,sd, pwded i-specti:n a-aes no:
alte-, n any at/ we Cvrn.: s:f iiti:n we ca;ose or toe ::*-iiti:n :r eositic-r :"toe er:dct>;.
20 Vier3:c-n testing is 'ov; aonclea. Go to the acp-oerate Seaond Sho3k Test E o:-:
ISTA3C20C4--'sgs9of'1
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TEST SEQUENCE FOR PROCEDURE 3C
SecondShoct
TestBtotk
Stec ft.atk-n
rol otv the :atle ee ov: to deterrire the heiaht a*d :rientotion to'we
fina'
se: of 3 wops.
Drop
Kumcer
1
<50iB
(23 kg)
15 M.
(3BOmm)
13 in.
;3B0tt'i
am.
[330 rrri
air.
BBQ tt'i
am.
1330 tt'i
33 in.
750 rY\
50-tOB lb
(23-45 kg)
12 to.
(31"
nn;
12 to
i31Cnn;
12 to
(310mm]
12 to
(310 nn;
12 n.
(310mini
12>i.
(310 nn;
24 n.
ifiZrnn;
>\03-150 lb
(iS-oS kg]
9 in.
(230 rm)
9 to
;230 rn'i
9 to
230 Trfi'<
Sin.
230Tni
Sin.
230 mm)
9 to
;230 mm)
[460 mml
Test Specimen
edge 3-
idge 3-5
oarns- 3-4-<5
03ns- 1-2-6
toes'
fass^
! , \
NTidporrtt across the longest
dimension of face 3
Face 3 dropping on hazard
Hazard parallel to the
shortest dimension of face 3
ror lie next d-oc we ter. spectoei sh:ud s'-rke the haza-d n'deont co-oss the l:nges: dnens'o- of
we face and ca-a e 3 toe she-Test drensor o-'we feae ceins Tpactei. The -sa..id ar:p aistrncs s
:: we arpact surace, -ot to the haza-d. ~ie aiagran aecve sioa's :is rc*cspt
Dr3p
3
'am.
1330 itt'i
12 n.
{310 nn;
9n.
[230 mm)
fa:e3
o- hsza-d
Al1 tes:n3 s nctv coTpete. C3o ft we i es: ^epc--: 3bck.
3TA3C2C\J4-P3*ei:ofH
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TEST REPOfiT FOR PROCEDURE 3C
Before Voa Begin
Report
Tne packEgedp->:u3t has se: stocton'ly passed the :est if vipor exETira!i:r itmeets toe P-oauct D3ri3ge
Tolerance 3na Package 3egr3datiai *J!:vcn.
3TA. Ce-tified "sstotg Lakoratores:
* Sh:ud lite a Test rep:rt en a. i 3TA Tes: Fr:ceat-es :r Phajects Cfinducted.
* Shall Re ? tes: rep-art en al 3TA Tes: Prcoedu-es :r Pleats ccnauated toafeair T-ansii "ered
Farxase Ce-a'fiecror orAckron eagenent
:c-v aadao-a1 nfo-natcn. -e'er to G.>tos.Vrs3 fixrSetecSaa aid L's,>3 !5TA P/osscures i-.o Fto/ecto.
TRANSI
rSTATrana t Tested F regram
The 3TA "rarstTested Ce-tiRc3:cfi Ma-k as shown is e:
? registered serSfoaticn rt3ri< and
* can only ee uses Scy loerse Egreensnt and
* by a nerter r'we Irter-atcral SE-'eT-Ens-.Assc-aaa:n.
TESTED
Zt2
itTESvarcHniaeFS raws t sas-33 ensN
H-bi hr _H.ti-j ..
VYisn a rrenes-prrj this zer. 'oation n3r*. en a eaataaea-p -odi>ct \sto their "cense nuTber they a-e
shown*. We- cusiorer andWe ca-r er that it h3S passea tos -eai/reTsnts of I3TA presh pner: testing.
;n order to maintain its ce-wea s;atu5 3nd eigbLay tor iae-v'cat'ar y,-to toe TRANS TTES'EQ CertiRcoaon
Mark, each ca>a*ed-p-an>3: n-jst be re-tes:ed whenever a charge smade in the:
? F-cdua: or
? F-c-aessor
? Fa&bge-
Chargesinthep-c-ii^: nd.de charges n:
Desisn or
S;ze":r
Mashsto.
Cha-ges inwe pa3ge ire viae aianges h:
Ccnfijvai'or or
Dnenaons or
Weightor
Maanasor
C:npo-enS
Charges n the p-cosss include changes to
l.lanjfE-EE-fha or
? Assetr'sly or
? R irg.
As a opa ity oo-:-o procedure eaaoaea-crcd^cs sh: Urd be -s-tered frsqjsntly, S3- exampte. yeany.
Tirj TestP-ODeoiiir is oMisr.adby:
tore-raMos.' Safe toara'rAssio'slm
MWA&fioafHoadi Suite <:0. EastLarsra Mr 45m-1K0 USA
O'cgyrgrfili 20"* t/i'ireTstcis.'^re T'snitAssscaio/T. A'.' fj.tosRssertsi
No pari :f toe cartsiirs of tre TesrP'DEss'.re ns/ 6s re3faclJceo'c.-E>'3.is'i',.tteo ; any fbmi oroyany
rearsmihout rrs '.vtoen ceTm's^or or'tftepubftsisr.
OrderhfwTna^iAdefifcral copi's.- zf'.Ks TesrF-cisoirs, (he .'3TiRESOURCE (in pout o: on CD
ROM) vayes ovsrsti by ooitejn'ro ISTA sr 5f7.333.343/ or bydownfoacfag ai enziriorr, atmr .aja nm
ISTA 3C 20M- Fags 11 of 11
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Appendix C
UPS DropHeight Data
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 1 DAY to GSO
l Frequency - Cumulative%
20
18
6
10 ?-?
I I Fl I I I fl Fl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
30%
20%
10%
0%
13 6 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight (inches)
Figure 1 1 . UPS trip 1 - DAY to GSO
Drop Height Distribution
UF^ trip 1 GSO to DAY
i Frequency ? Cumulative "A
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 6 V B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight (inches)
Figure 12. UPS trip 1 - GSO toDAY
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Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 2 DAY to GSO
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
90%
80%
70%
60% |
50% 3
E
40% 3
30%
20%
10%
Fl I Fl I I I I I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 0%
21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight (inches)
Figure 13. UPS trip 2 - DAY to GSO
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 2 GSO to DAY
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
1 3 7 9 11 C 6 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight finches)
Figure 14. UPS trip 2 - GSO toDAY
40
20
e
14
!12
>
I t)
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 3 DAY to GSO
l Frequency ? Cumulative %
00%
90%
80%
70%
60% |
50% 3
E
40% g
30%
20%
B%
I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I 0%
1 3 5 7 9 tl B B 17 fl 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 15. UPS trip 3 - DAY to GSO
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 3 GSO to DAY
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
20
a
e
14
a> 12
o
c
V
3
O
O 8
6
90%
80%
70%
60% |
%
50% 3
E
40% ,3
30%
20%
t)%
?lMFFI I I Fl f I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l I l I I 0%
1 3 5 7 9 Ti 13 C 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 16. UPS trip 3 - GSO toDAY
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Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 4 DAY to GSO
Frequency ?Cumulative %
t)0%
90%
80%
70%
60% %
50% 3
E
40% (5
30%
20%
t>%
'I I FFl I I I I I I I ffl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 0%
5 7 9 tl 13 B 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 17. UPS trip 4 - DAY to GSO
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 4 GSO to DAY
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
oo%
90%
80%
70%
60% |
50% 3
40%
30%
20%
B%
0%
U
21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight (inches)
Figure 18. UPS trip 4 - GSO toDAY
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20
B
B
14
a 12
o
c
|B
o
S 8
6
4
2
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 5 DAY to GSO
I Frequency ?Cumulative %
??v
TJ0%
90%
80%
70%
60% J
50% 3
E
40% 5
30%
20%
fl%
0 Ill>l0f|i|11fl*l"fl l ll l l f l l l l l l I I I I | | I m I I I I I I l I I I I I l I I l I I I 0%
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 B 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 19. UPS trip 5 - DAY to GSO
20
B
B
14
3 12
0
c
ID
o
O 8
6
4
2
0
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 5 GSO to DAY
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
1
Mill 'I'M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
20%
B%
0%
21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 20. UPS trip 5 - GSO toDAY
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20
B
B
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 6 DAY to GSO
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
? ??
i i i i i i f i i i i i f i i i i fi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 11
B0%
30%
20%
B%
0%
B 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight (inches)
Figure 21. UPS trip 6 - DAY to GSO
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 6 GSO to DAY
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
80%
70%
60%
50%
1 3 5
I, | | iM i m i i i i i i i i i i i i
7 9 T1 B B 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height finches)
E
40% (j
30%
20%
B%
0%
Figure 22. UPS trip 6 - GSO toDAY
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20
B
B
14
s*
c
|B
o
a 8
6
4
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 7 DAY to GSO
l Frequency - Cumulative %
4n>r*
B 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37
DropHeight (inches)
41 43 45 47 49More
Figure 23. UPS trip 7 - DAY to GSO
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 8 DAY to GSO
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
20
B
B
14
8*
c
|B
o
o o
O 8
6
4
2
0 lihKfp i f|l| fi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i I I I i i i i i i i i i I I I I i i i i i
oo%
B%
0%
1 57 911BB170 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
DropHeight (inches)
Figure 24. UPS trip 8 - DAY to GSO
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20
B
B
14
u 15
O
c
B
O
a
O 8
6
4
2
0
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 8 GSO to DAY
l Frequency ? Cumulative %
?lltf I Fl l l I l l l
1 3 5 7 9 tl B
B0%
I I I I I I I I I I I I I Fl I I fl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 10%
B 17 B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 25. UPS trip 8 - GSO toDAY
20
B
B
14
Drop Height Distribution
UPS trip 9 DAY to GSO
I Frequency ? Cumulative '
oo%
B 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49More
Drop Height (inches)
Figure 26. UPS trip 9 - DAY to GSO
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Figure 27. UPS trip 10 - GSO toDAY
Drop Height Distribution
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Figure 28. UPS trip 10 - DAY to GSO
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FedExDrop Height Data
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Figure 29. All FedExDrops Combined
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Figure 30. FedEx trip 2 - DAY to GSO
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Drop Height Distribution
FedEX trip 2 GSO to DAY
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Figure 3 1 . FedEx trip 2 - GSO toDAY
Drop Height Distribution
FedEx trip 3 DAY to GSO
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Figure 32. FedEx trip 3 - DAY to GSO
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Figure 33. FedEx trip 3 - GSO toDAY
Drop Height Distribution
FedEx trip 4 DAY to GSO
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Figure 34. FedEx trip 4 - DAY to GSO
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Figure 35. FedEx trip 4 - GSO toDAY
Drop Height Distribution
FedEx trip 5 DAY to GSO
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Figure 36. FedEx trip 5 - DAY to GSO
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Figure 37. FedEx trip 5 - GSO toDAY
Drop Height Distribution
FedEx trip 6 DAY to GSO
I Frequency ? Cumulative %
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Figure 38. FedEx trip 6 - DAY to GSO
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Figure 39. FedEx trip 6 - GSO toDAY
Drop Height Distribution
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Figure 40. FedEx trip 7 - DAY to GSO
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Appendix E
FedEx and UPS Combined Data Tables
All FedEx trips combined
DropHeight
(inches)
Frequency Cumulative %
1 1 0.64%
2 0 0.64%
3 6 4.46%
4 13 12.74%
5 16 22.93%
6 9 28.66%
7 10 35.03%
8 12 42.68%
15 52.23%9
10 6 56.05%
11 8 61.15%
12 6 64.97%
13 6 68.79%
14 5 71.97%
15 6 75.80%
16 4 78.34%
17 0 78.34%
18 5 81.53%
19 0 81.53%
20 2 82.80%
21 3 84.71%
22 4 87.26%
23 0 87.26%
24 4 89.81%
25 1 90.45%
26 1 91.08%
27 1 91.72%
28 0 91.72%
29 2 92.99%
30 1 93.63%
31 0 93.63%
1 94.27%32
33 4 96.82%
34 0 96.82%
35 0 96.82%
36 0 96.82%
37 1 97.45%
38 0 97.45%
39 0 97.45%
40 T 1 98.09%
41 0 98.09%
42 0 98.09%
43 0 98.09%
44 1 98.73%
45 0 98.73%
46 0 98.73%
47 1 99.36%
48 0 99.36%
49
50
0 | 99.36%
1 100.00%
More 0 100.00%
All UPS trips combined
Drop Height J
(inches)
Frequency ! Cumulative %
1 2 1.65%
2
3
0
1
1.65%
2.48%
4 5 6.61%
5 15 19.01%
6 18 33.88%
7 9 41.32%
8 5 45.45%
9 13 56.20%
10 11 | 65.29%
11
12
13
7
8
4
71.07%
77.69%
80.99%
14 0 80.99%
15 1 81.82%
16 2 83.47%
17 1 84.30%
18 4 87.60%
19 1 88.43%
20 2 90.08%
21 3 92.56%
22 2 94.21%
23 0 94.21%
24 0 94.21%
25 0 94.21%
26 0 94.21%
27 1 95.04%
28
29
3 97.52%
o 97.52%
30 0 97.52%
31 0 97.52%
32 2 99.17%
33 0 99.17%
34
35
0 99.17%
0 99.17%
36 0 99.17%
37 0 99.17%
38 0 99.17%
0 99.17%39
40 0
0
0
99.17%
99.17%
99.17%
41
42
43 0 99.17%
44 0 99.17%
45 0 99.17%
46 0 99.17%
47 0 99.17%
48 0 99.17%
49 0 99.17%
50 1 100.00%
More 0 100.00%
Table 1. All FedEx trips combined Table 2. All UPS trips combined
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